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The Old Wall, Northern Commercial District

Portent, Gibson

Free Worlds League (Word of Blake Protectorate)

5 November 3071

Beneath a canopy of black smoke that all but choked out the 
sun, Sahir ran. His legs were on fi re, his shoulder screamed with 
agony, and his lungs seemed to burn with every breath. Despite 
the pain, Sahir ran, clutching the Imperator AX-22 in his good hand 
as he raced for the darkened doorway ahead.

The doorway was his only hope.
His only salvation.
Somewhere behind him, he heard the roar of machine gun fi re, 

punctuated by an explosion. In his mind’s eye—he didn’t dare look 
back—he saw the jeep that had carried him this far, exploding.

Ahead, he saw shapes shifting against the wall, and fought 
down the urge to turn away. The shapes were not attacking; they 
were on his side.

But did the demons know they were there?
“Get down!” someone shouted.
Panic and instinct made Sahir obey, mere moments before 

the whoosh of jump jets transformed the half-seen shapes 
ahead into fl ying, ghostlike fi gures roughly the size and shape 
of a terrestrial gorilla.

Purifi ers!
The two mimetic battlesuits were the only ones left in the New 

Gibson Freedom League’s arsenal, and they had come to cover the 
exfi ltration. He knew them both; Kris and Boyd—the only mem-
bers of the NGFL trained to operate the Blakist hardware. Half 
dazed, Sahir watched their leap, saw the muzzle fl ashes from their 
arm-mounted machine guns.

Against any other opponent, the attack could be enough.
A moment later, one of the suits became a ball of fi re as no 

less than four missiles intercepted it. Sahir heard a man’s scream—
Boyd’s—fi ltering out through the still-open speakers amid the 
blasts. The blood-curdling cry cut out as the battle armor spun 
backward. With a hollow thud, it slammed against the ancient 
silver-green walls that ringed Portent, the remnant of the centu-
ries-old pressure domes built by Gibson’s fi rst colonists. Almost 
instantly, the mimetics failed, revealing mangled death-black 
armor, blasted open across the torso and head to expose an un-
recognizable mass of blood, bone and gore.

With a metallic thunk, the second trooper—Kris—landed 
barely a meter behind Sahir, forcing him to look back at last. 
Through the blurry gray outline of Kris’ armor, he could see the 
demons again. Dark shadows, eyes aglow, stalking their way 
through the fi res.

“Damn it, Sahir!” Kris roared through her speakers. “Run!”
Wincing in pain, Sahir scrambled back to his feet, his boots 

scraping on the debris-strewn pavement. He charged at the door-
way, the ancient exit through the Old Wall, to the jungles beyond. 
His heart raced, and he tasted copper. The demons were far closer 
than he’d even imagined.

“Die, you goddamned monsters!” he heard Kris shouting, voice 
ragged over the roar of her machine gun. “Fucking die!”

Sahir tripped, slammed against the doorway and gasped at 
the stabbing pain of his shattered shoulder as it caught the brunt 
of his impact. Through the mind-numbing agony, he heard more 
explosions rolling in the distance, felt the roar of a passing aero-
fi ghter he could not see through the smoke. Glancing back the way 
he had come, he took in a scene of horror. Beyond the shadows 
of the demons and the blaze behind him, columns of shattered 
glass, twisted steel and crumbling ferrocrete were all that re-
mained of Portent’s Northern Commercial District. Fire and smoke 
still poured from the gutted hulk of the Blakewatch Building.

Between him and the demons, he saw that one of the mon-
sters had fallen to Kris’ gun—fi nally—but even as he blinked 
through the pain, Sahir watched in horror as the creature began 
to stir again.

Kris was still standing, but she was outnumbered and he could 
hear her machine gun spinning impotently, its magazine already 
dry. Five more of the monstrous machine-men had come through 
the fi re, crawling over the wreckage of overturned cars, the shat-
tered hulk of a gold-and-purple SecurityMech.

It was no contest.
Kris fi red her jets again, leaping back toward the Old Wall. As 

one, the demons seemed to pause, and Sahir felt his own breath 
catch in his throat.

Then, at the height of her leap, two more monsters emerged, 
leaping out from behind the wall of fi re, batwings outstretched, 
V-shaped eyes aglow with an evil fi re. As one, the two armored 
monsters seized the lone Purifi er in mid-fl ight, catching Kris by the 
arms with their taloned hands. Her mimetic camoufl age rippled 
black, mimicking the colors of her captors even as they slammed 
her to the ground with teeth-shattering force. 

Even as Kris squirmed beneath, one of the winged demons 
rose to its full terrifying height, paused, then stomped down hard, 
caving in the Purifi er’s chest beneath an armored hoof.

Eyes stinging, Sahir blinked, swallowed dust.
He was all that remained. It had all happened so fast.
And then the demons were on him, the leader emerging from 

the wastelands that had once been a thriving commercial district. 
She was a hulk of metal and fl esh, her crimson half cape and hood 
topping off  a suit of black armor that bore the downturned broad-
sword of the Word.

Her right eye glowed blue; her left burned red.
Her bared teeth, silvery and clean, refl ected the fl icker of near-

by fi res. What remained of her fl esh was darkly tanned. She carried 
no weapons, but from her exposed right forearm, a bloodstained 
blade extended from its metallic housing. And hummed.

The blade came up before Sahir’s mind even registered the 
motion, pointing at him. 

“You!” she commanded in a voice that boomed. “Drop your 
weapon now!”

Sahir stared at her, incredulous.
“I said now, Frail!”
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No, Sahir shook his head mutely. Not like this!
Fingers numb with shock, he tried to raise the nearly forgotten 

assault rifl e.
In a blur, the monstrous woman grunted and swung. The hum 

of her blade barely changed as it sliced through metal, fl esh and 
bone in one clean strike. As the ruined Imperator clattered to the 
ground—his hand still attached—Sahir clutched at the bloodied 
stump and screamed as much from shock as from pain.

Somewhere amid the white-hot agony, he felt the demon’s fol-
low-up swing, and darkness claimed him.

*  *  *  *

Judgment Point (formerly Castle Masters)

Portent, Gibson

Free Worlds League (Word of Blake Protectorate)

5 November 3071

I am Manei Domini, he thought, as he stared out over his do-
main, feeling neither pride nor remorse at the sight of oily black 
smoke rising across the northern sky.

I am The Master’s Hand.
At the pinnacle of his domain, his eyes scanned the devastation 

through the bulletproof bay window of one-way ferroglass. With 
his human eye, he saw the colors of righteous fury, the thick black 
smoke that blotted out the northern skies, the golden fi res that 
consumed the ruined skyscrapers, the hazy silver-greens of the 
Old Wall beyond. At the same time, his true eye—switched now 
to thermal vision—saw the beautiful chaos of heat, the gathering 
forms of men, the brilliant glow of fusion engines in motion.

A scene of beautiful, cleansing fi re.
I am The Destroyer.
Folded across his broad chest, his fl esh-and-blood arm crossed 

his true arm, drawing support from its hard, unyielding metal, idly 
stroking a crease in his blood red robes. He kept his legs spaced 
half a meter apart, their claws digging into the tattered purple car-
peting of the chamber fl oor.

I am…
“Precentor Apollyon...”
In the vision of his true eye, refl ected now against the dark-

ening pane of the window, a face emerged—dark-haired and 
dark-skinned, the face almost looked mundane to Apollyon. Were 
it not for the silvery lines embedded across the man’s forehead, 
around his eyes, and back along his clean-shaven temples, he 
could have passed for any one of four billion “frails” on this Blake-
forsaken rock. In Apollyon’s true ears, he received the man’s voice 
without aid from his fl esh-bound senses. Nodding, he engaged 
the communicator with a thought.

“Astaroth,” he intoned, his rich, deep voice echoing in the near-
ly empty chamber. “Report.”

Astaroth’s image bowed and smiled. 
“Victory, Precentor,” he said. “We have cleansed the threat to the 

factories and purged the infi dels from our midst.”

Apollyon nodded again, but allowed himself neither a smile 
nor a frown. The loss of life—any life—was always a regret, even 
when it served the greater purpose. Instead, he closed his human 
eye and focused his thoughts on the relevant data.

“Casualties?” he asked.
“We have lost two of the Master’s Hand,” Astaroth said. “Demi 

Vapula says that damage to the factory complex was minimal, 
but that seven engineers and thirteen laborers were caught in the 
rebel attack.”

Apollyon nodded again, assessing the losses and fi ling away 
the fi gures in his mind.

“Reclamations?” he asked, fi nally.
“Five, this time. Vapula claimed one himself at the factory com-

plex. Three attempted to hole up in the old Blakewatch Building, to 
little avail. The last was intercepted at a maintenance egress at the 
Old Wall. We suspect a cell was waiting to rendezvous with the survi-
vors in the jungles beyond; I have Demons sweeping the immediate 
area as we speak.”

With a thought, Apollyon switched his true eye over to 
telescopic, catching the bright green glow in his refl ection. 
As he dialed up the magnifi cation toward the North Wall, he sur-
veyed the smoldering city limits. The jungles in that area were 
thick; he could easily make out the tops of several yellow-green 
mustard trees.

“Add six Celestials to the hunt, Astaroth,” he commanded. “You 
can cover more ground that way.”

“As you command, Precentor. In the interim, I have dispatched sec-
ondary teams to collect the Reclaimed and the wounded.”

“The Master commends your effi  ciency, Astaroth. Keep me ap-
prised on your hunt. In Blake’s name.”

“In Blake’s name,” Astaroth repeated sharply. “Astaroth out.”
Only after the communication ended did Apollyon once more 

open his human eye, taking in his own refl ection against the 
backdrop of the roiling smoke. He could barely make out his own 
hairless scalp beneath the folds of his crimson hood, or clearly 
see the weathered creases in what remained of his human face. 
In sharp contrast,  the glow of the late afternoon sun highlighted 
every curve along the true half of his face, a sculpted masterpiece 
of metal and myomer. It occurred to him at that moment that he 
rarely looked at his own refl ection any more, rarely took the time 
to admire its technological beauty, the wedding of organic ran-
domness to the perfection of science.

I am Apollyon the Destroyer. I am the Hand of the Master, created 
in His image.

Turning abruptly, Apollyon took in his surroundings again for 
just a moment. The peak of Judgment Point—once known as 
Castle Masters (and, before that, Castle Dystar)—had once been 
a luxurious bedchamber, paneled in dark native oak (with heavy 
soundproofi ng). Thick burgundy curtains, bound with gold braid, 
once framed the windows, controlling what sun- or moonlight 
reached the mammoth canopied bed that had dominated this 
room. The bed itself had been large enough for ten people, and 
rumor had it that the late Paul Masters had begun to convert this 
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chamber into a study simply to erase the stench of corruption left 
by its sexually insatiable former mistress.

But matters of state had kept Masters from seeing the work 
completed during his decade-long stewardship. When the Master 
bade Apollyon to claim Gibson for his own, mere months ago, the 
work to reclaim this bedchamber was still only half completed. 
The massive bed had simply been shoved into a corner. The cur-
tains had been drawn closed, and a rank stench permeated the 
entire chamber.

What had taken Paul Masters ten years to fail at had taken 
Manei Domini operatives all of thirteen hours to complete. 
Installing the computers, holotank and communications equip-
ment Apollyon had requested, they had rehabilitated this room 
quickly. The frivolous curtains had been discarded in favor of laser 
ablative blinds; the space-wasting bed had been disposed of in 
favor of a more useful desk, chair and cot. The gaudy tapestries 
along the east wall had also been removed, replaced by a much 
more pleasant holo-image of endless forests, fi lling a pastoral val-
ley that seemed to curl around a tranquil river and a small, almost 
idyllic cityscape.

Home. 
Despite the accomplishments in this tiny corner of the uni-

verse, Apollyon didn’t need to look out the window again to know 
that he could never truly rehabilitate Gibson the same way he had 
this fool’s bedchamber. To him, this new world stank of decay and 
corruption, the failings of humanity. 

The failure of ambition.
The failure of greed.
No matter how many purges, he knew, Gibson would forever 

bear the taint of the squabbling, frail House Lords who had ulti-
mately denied him his home and his destiny.

Gibson could never be Jardine.
I am Apollyon the Destroyer. I am the Hand of the Master. I am 

Manei Domini.
The thoughts gave him focus. Realigned his priorities. 

Reminded him of his mission.
A mission forever changed.
His feet thumped softly on the carpet, metal-clawed toes dig-

ging into the fl oor with each step as he strode out of the room. 
He kept his arms folded, his robe closed around him, as he walked 
from the chamber. Unaccompanied, he marched through the cor-
ridors, past technicians and servants who bowed deeply at his 
passage. Outwardly, he paid no heed to any of them, but his real 
senses tracked everyone, monitoring thermal signatures, sweep-
ing them for EM traces, listening to their heartbeats and muted 
whispers.

Watching and listening to all of them, whether they realized it 
or not.

Once more, he found himself wondering if they would be so 
awed by him in the Clan Homeworlds, where he was meant to be by 
this time. For fi fteen years, it had been his dream to fi nd that out.

Until fate intervened.

Almost four years ago now, the last Whitting Conference ended 
in disaster. What once was seen as the long-awaited Third Transfer 
should have been a momentous day.

But something had gone wrong. Terribly, unforgivably wrong.
But there had been no misstep, Apollyon knew; the Master could 

not have been wrong about the day. He could not be wrong!
It was the hubris of the fallen House Lords that had torn His 

Plan asunder, a selfi shness that defi ed all reason, all logic. That 
and the power-lust of fools, Apollyon realized, his mood darken-
ing further. The Pretender Thomas, the Bastard Wolf, and—worst 
of all—that arrogant whelp St. Jamais! All of them chose those 
moments to converge upon the Plan, their ignorant acts derailing 
decades—no, centuries—of carefully-laid plans.

The Third Transfer did not belong even to the Master. He said 
so himself. He had simply divined the needs of the future, the path 
the Faithful had to walk. He saw the real threat, had spent fi fteen 
years tirelessly building to face it, to defeat it.

Forever.
But arrogance and greed had thwarted them all, destroyed 

humankind’s greatest promise on the eve of a golden age.
And Jardine was but one casualty of that awful choice.
The Master’s wisdom spoke to Apollyon again, even as he rode 

the castle’s primary lift down, toward the basement levels of his 
command center. He stood at the center of the lift, statue-still, 
eyes forward, but unseeing as his mind embraced the true Word 
of Blake:

The Third Transfer survives, he had said once, after the horrors 
of that day. Though the course may have changed, the destina-
tion remains.

I am Apollyon the Destroyer. I am the Hand of the Master, created 
in His image, beholden to His Word, the true Word...

The lift slowed, stopped, and the doors parted to reveal a 
dimly lit, gray-walled corridor. The smell of fresh paint still hung 
in the air, the last trace of the hasty construction that had created 
this underground lair in less than fi ve days’ time. Stretching back, 
behind the castle and into the orange rock of Gibson’s crust, the 
labyrinth extended beneath the South Wall. The maze mimicked 
the layout of Apollyon’s Jardine command center perfectly, allow-
ing him to move about with ease, navigating by memory. It was 
his only other nod to nostalgia beyond the holo-mural in his pin-
nacle offi  ce.

Guards were unnecessary here. Holo-cameras and sensors 
concealed in the walls and light fi xtures tracked every move, ev-
ery sound. An intruder—anyone not suffi  ciently registered with 
the castle’s security net—would fi nd his trip cut short in minutes 
by blast doors and nerve gas dispensers in the air ducts. No single 
command center controlled or powered these systems, making it 
nigh impossible to disable the network.

But even if an intruder did get inside, the corridors were laid 
out to limit movement, left unlabelled to confuse the unprepared. 
Only the most entrusted could fi nd their way around—and all of 
those so entrusted could make short work of any intruder who 
stumbled upon them.
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Apollyon wove his way through the corridors, the silence of 
his thoughts heedless of the soft tapping his metallic feet made 
against the hard, unforgiving ferrocrete, or the soft rustle of his 
robes. In his mind, he sorted fi les, checked off  names and pulled 
up dossiers. He selected one at last, brought up the report and 
absorbed the data.

By the time he reached the cell, he knew all he needed to know 
about its occupant.

With a glance at the terminal keypad, he gained access, step-
ping into a chamber rendered pitch black.

“Lights!” he barked, but the speech was little more than a the-
atric. It was actually by silently transmitting his own mental key 
to the sensors that he activated the room’s illumination, which he 
dialed up to only ten percent intensity—enough for the subject to 
make out his form in shadow.

Apollyon switched his true eye to infrared, adding a bloody red 
glow to the chamber as well.

The room was unadorned. A fl at metal shelf was bolted to one 
wall, a hard metal chair to the fl oor in the center, directly beneath 
the armored light source. His feet tapped loudly on the hard fer-
rocrete fl oor as he paced around the man strapped into the chair.

The subject’s face was scarred, emaciated, slicked with sweat. 
His hair was plastered to his scalp, and he looked a few shades 
paler than his dossier indicated. Indeed, Apollyon’s thermal scan 
suggested his body temperature was a few degrees warmer than 
healthy, his immune system undoubtedly battling the latest 
chemical cocktail the interrogators had pumped into him hours 
ago. His naked body trembled in the restraints that locked his 
head straight up, his arms on the hand rests and his legs to the 
fl oor. He blinked painfully, trying to adjust to the fi rst light he had 
seen in more than 48 hours.

“Wh—? Who?” he stuttered, his voice barely climbing above a 
whisper.

Apollyon completed three circuits around the man’s chair 
in silence before stopping directly in front of him, hands still 
folded across his chest. He bathed the man with a cold, red glare, 
raising his eye’s intensity while dulling the room lighting by fi ve 
percent—another theatric.

“Who I am does not matter,” he said calmly. “I am merely 
a servant.”

“Right,” the man scoff ed. “A servant of your Blake friends!”
Apollyon leaned forward, kept his face neutral, allowed his 

voice to drop to a whisper.
“We are all friends of the sainted Blake, Colonel Donner,” he 

told him. “Only the foolish think otherwise.”
“Damn you and your ‘Sainted Blake’!” the man once known 

as Colonel Fritz Donner spat back. His sunken eyes were wide, 
his ragged voice edging on hysteria. With his true eye, Apollyon 
watched the patterns of heat shifting beneath Donner’s skin, the 
telltale signs of rage and of fear.

After a moment, Donner froze, wild stare suddenly focused, 
mouth slack. The heat patterns shifted, and Apollyon switched his 
true eye back to the green glow of enhanced photo-optics with a 
cold, thin smile.

“Ah,” Apollyon whispered. “I see we have recognition.”
“You!” Donner gasped. “I’ve seen you before!”
“Of course you have, Colonel. You see me whenever you 

gaze upon my brothers and sisters. We are all facets of the 
Master’s vision.”

Rage contorted Donner’s face. Baring yellowed teeth, he strug-
gled vainly against the restraints.

“No!” he seethed. “You malfi ng machines fed me that khogshit 
every year since you took out McIntyre! You can beat me, chain me 
up, feed me human remains—but I ain’t never going to fall for that 
crap about your ‘Sainted Blake’ and ‘Divine Master’! There ain’t a 
thing you can do to me that I haven’t seen or done before! You 
hear me, you piece of—!”

With the mere touch of his true hand, Apollyon delivered a 
jolt through Donner’s thigh that left the man shuddering and 
twitching for several seconds. Inwardly, he admired the bandit’s 
attempts to conceal the pain. For nearly four years, Colonel Fritz 
Donner—the one-time leader of the Circinus military, one-time 
commander of the Black Warriors, one-time bloodthirsty pirate—
had endured punishments both subtle and gross at the hands of 
ROM and the Manei Domini, without breaking. Seasoned battle-
fi eld commanders of realms far nobler than his had shattered 
under far less eff ort.

Even this man’s subordinate, Michael Cirion, had lasted less 
than a month under the agonizing ministrations of Apollyon him-
self, when he was captured and delivered to justice in 3068, mere 
months after vanishing from Circinus.

Of course, Apollyon realized, a man like Donner would take 
pride in all that resistance.

If only you knew, dear Colonel...
“I assure you, Colonel,” Apollyon said fi nally, still whispering, 

“were conversion or torture our only goal, you would most cer-
tainly be a broken man by now.”

“Broken?” Donner choked. “Or turned into one of you freaks?”
I am Apollyon the Destroyer. I am the Hand of the Master. The 

words of a frail shadow mean nothing.
Apollyon modulated his voice, fi lled his whisper with subtle 

and icy depth. “Do you really think you could stop us from doing 
that even now?” he asked. “All we would need is a surgical table 
and a lot of sharp objects.”

Donner’s breath caught in his throat.
“No, Colonel,” Apollyon added. “You remain as you are because 

we have made you so. We have strengthened your resolve, given 
you focus, because the Master has willed it so. And now, you are 
ready for your mission...”

Donner blinked, swallowed hard. Sweat ran down his forehead, 
rippled around the stubble across his cheeks, and splashed onto 
the slicked hairs of his chest.

“A mission?” he echoed.
Apollyon nodded, allowing the human side of his face to 

broaden its grin while his true face displayed stainless steel teeth.
“Oh, yes,” he said darkly. “We have great plans for you...”

THE MASTER'S HAND
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
Jihad Hot Spots: 3072 (JHS: 3072) is a sourcebook for Classic 

BattleTech that continues where Dawn of the Jihad (DotJ) and 
Jihad Hot Spots: 3070 left off , providing players and gamemasters 
with an ongoing fi rst-hand look at the events of the Word of Blake 
Jihad from the closing months of 3068 through the end of 3072. To 
best refl ect the continuing chaos and uncertainty of this period, 
the material presented in this sourcebook—as with the previous 
and subsequent Jihad Hot Spots books—uses the same format of 
compiled news articles, interviews and “fi rst-person” accounts. In 
addition, as the truth of events comes to light, this book and its 
successors will include a timeline describing those events known 
to be true from previous books, while also providing additional 
campaign scenarios and new game rules and units based on de-
velopments in the appropriate time period. 

 Beginning with The Raging Inferno, Jihad Hot Spots: 3072 re-
views the events that led up to and through DotJ and JHS: 3070. 
A review of known events—removed enough from the immedi-
ate chaos to be considered fact by nearly everyone in the Classic 
BattleTech universe—is also provided here. 

 The following sections take readers forward in six-month 
increments, using the same format as JHS: 3070, with a more 
chronological focus. Each of these sections includes scenario 
tracks (called Chaos Rampant) compatible with the Chaos Unbound 
campaign system outlined in DotJ and the Chaos Unleashed tracks 
featured in JHS: 3070. Gamemasters and players can use these cam-
paign scenarios, which follow the Chaos Unbound system, for any 
number of one-off  games. We chose not to reprint the campaign 
system in this book (which originally appeared in DotJ, pp. 133-
138) so as to provide more room for articles and “hard” rules later 

on. Taking Stock, the fi nal sourcebook section, wraps up events 
through 3072, covering a few remaining key happenings between 
early 3071 and the end of 3072.

 The fi nal section, Jihad Hot Spots: 3072 Rules Annex, high-
lights new special rules and spotlights a few new units for Classic 
BattleTech game play whose introductions and/or use played a 
major role in the events preceding and featured within this book. 
Future Hot Spots books will add to these rules as the war contin-
ues, roughly approximating the pace at which new developments 
became widespread factors in the greater confl icts of the Jihad.

ABOUT THE CHAOS RAMPANT CAMPAIGN
 The campaign tracks presented here follow the same rules as 

originally presented in Dawn of the Jihad (DotJ). Players and game-
masters will also fi nd the following rulebooks handy, depending on 
the type of campaign run: Total Warfare (TW), TechManual (TM), CBT: 
RPG and Merc Supplemental: Updates (MSU). References to AeroTech 
2 (AT2) indicate rules and track options specifi cally slanted toward 
aerospace units, or that use aerospace units not featured in Total 
Warfare (such as JumpShips, space stations and WarShips).

 If a track does not specify certain parameters, the game-
master decides what is fair to his or her particular player group. 
The overall concept of this campaign is to present gamemasters 
with a framework that allows them to bring their players through 
the massive confl agration known as the Word of Blake Jihad. 
Gamemasters begin this arc of the Chaos campaign with the 
Savage Silence, Storming the Balance or Free-Fire Zone tracks. Player 
groups begin this campaign arc with 1,000 Warchest points or with 
whatever they had remaining at the end of the Chaos: Unleashed
campaign from Hot Spots: 3070.

INTRODUCTIONOnce again, welcome to this special report, 
“State of the Sphere: 3072”, here on INN. I’m 
your host, Michael Bosworth.

Nearly two years have passed since our 
last comprehensive look at the chaotic events 
occurring all across the Inner Sphere. Though 
we originally had hoped to do such a special 
report for our viewers every year, we have 
since discovered that the massive scope of 
the Word of Blake’s Jihad makes a two-year 
update more benefi cial to the viewing pub-
lic. A two-year timeline allows us at INN and 
our affi  liates to compile important contextual 
data and disseminate it. Therefore, until the 
end of this crisis, we will continue to off er 
these bi-annual reports as a service to all our 
viewers across the Inner Sphere and even in 
the Clan Occupation Zones.

Presented here tonight is a summary of 
events since our last special report. Rather 
than attempt to be comprehensive, we have 
striven instead to accumulate data from a va-
riety of sources—most through partnerships 

and unprecedented access within several 
organizations. Some data may seem innocu-
ous, if taken alone. But as part of the common 
fabric of this horrifying war, its meaning be-
comes clearer and in some cases may point to 
startling conclusions.

Our goal here at INN, particularly within 
this specialized department, is to bring you 
as many voices as possible, in order to pres-
ent as unbiased a picture as we can. While our 
objectivity remains at the forefront, please 
understand that some of the following ar-
ticles, shows and op-eds contain slants and 
prejudices. We ask our viewers to receive this 
data in hopes of seeing the “big picture”—
something to which we believe everyone on 
every planet has a right. Considering that the 
Blakist Jihad has come to aff ect even the most 
out-of-the-way systems, it has fallen upon us 
to make sure the truth is indeed out there.

Before we begin, I’d like to take a moment 
to thank our ComStar affi  liates for their help 
in this process. Our counterparts at ISAP have 

likewise been extremely helpful; in return, 
INN has released the rights to this media 
package for distribution by ISAP channels as 
well. Lastly, a heartfelt “thank you” to all of 
our reporters, underground authors, network 
administrators and others who have taken it 
upon themselves to not only give us reports 
on their own struggles, but who have gone 
above and beyond the call of duty to get the 
latest and best information out there.

All information presented tonight can be 
accessed through the downloaded media 
package to all personal data pads, tri-vid sys-
tems and other media devices. When possible, 
we have included actual video and audio 
footage, as well as transcripts and copies of 
written documentation. 

We begin tonight with an interesting sum-
marized perspective on the events of 3068 
thru 3070.

—Michael Bosworth, 
INN Special Correspondent, Skye, Lyran 
Alliance, 5 January 3073

STATE OF THE SPHERE: 3072 i
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THE CHAINS OF FATE
Message to: Precentor Bjorn Rapkis
Sender: Adept Larissa Frontisak
Subject: Analysis Report Mu 68-70a
Date: 10 Jan 3071

Precentor,
This is one of the last fi les that Adept XX Rianne Emory com-

piled before a terrorist bomb ended her brilliant career in 3069. As 
I’ve gotten the job of disseminating her research, I thought it cor-
rect to make sure this was delivered to you as originally requested. 
I have continued her work with later facts and events; the bulk of 
the report, including her observations and opinions, remains hers. 
I do this in honor of my friend’s memory.

Blessed be the Will of Blake.
—LF

INTRODUCTION
This report is being compiled as requested by Mu/Mu direc-

tive Psi-Omega 447. The time period of this overview covers the 
years 3068 through the waning months of 3070. For an event sum-
mary of the Protectorate before this report, please reference Mu 
65-66b and Mu 66-68a. Where this overview refers to events in 
those reports, appropriate sections are marked and linked.

As ever, may the Blessed Hand of Blake guide these words.
The end of 3068 and the bulk of 3069-70 saw the stabilization 

of our new Protectorate. With operations winding down in secur-
ing important worlds such as Hesperus and Dieron, our economy 
and manufacturing base stabilized, freeing us to devote greater 
focus to the training and augmentation of our new Protectorate 
Militia. Considering the threat on the horizon, appropriate steps 
needed to be taken.

LURCHING LEAGUE
Near the end of 3068, the Free Worlds League was our most 

beleaguered ally, riddled by a vast political conspiracy that 
threatened to tear its Parliament apart. While the collateral dam-
age from our own actions to thwart this conspiracy was tragic in 
its execution, the results cannot be denied: the power base of the 
Imposter Marik was destroyed, along with the majority of the reb-
els’ cabal among Members of Parliament. While several systems 
will need to reinstate new MPs, the League’s people may fi nally 
select politicians untainted by the power, greed and corruption of 
ComStar’s “puppet lord.”

Despite our actions, the affi  liated blood nobility of the Imposter 
Marik refused to stop their traitorous ways. Though the rebellion 

Late 3068
(3 October) The surprise recall of both Knights of the Inner Sphere 

regiments to Atreus weakens Marshall Brett’s counter-in-
vasion of the Lyran Alliance. Capellan March troops seize 
Housekarle, No Return and Randar as Duke Hasek rushes to 
resupply troops poised near Sian. 

(7 October) A Word of Blake orbital strike pummels the capi-
tal city on Sian, killing Duchess Candace Liao and trapping 
Chancellor Sun-Tzu Liao among the ruins (where he is feared 
dead). Believed to be the work of FedSuns WarShips, the at-
tack galvanizes the Confederation against the Davion enemy. 
Sang-jiang-jun Talon Zahn declares himself Military Regent of 
the Confederation. Meanwhile, the Word captures Muphrid, 
Thorin and New Earth, reportedly employing tactical nuclear 
weapons in all three assaults. Clan Jade Falcon seizes Graus 
from the Lyran Alliance. 

(16 October) Contact with Canopus (and its neighboring systems) 
is lost. 

(17 October) FWLM forces continue to press forward into Lyran 
space, striking at Syrma and Zebebelgenubi.

(24 October) The Knights of the Inner Sphere arrive on Atreus.
(25 October) During a hastily arranged parade in honor of the 

returning Knights, Blakist forces attack Atreus, employing 
chemical weapons to kill the bulk of Parliament and the 
Knights themselves. A massive naval engagement between 
pro-Word and pro-League WarShips allegedly erupts in the 
capital system. Blakist propaganda, broadcast as the attack 
commences, exposes Captain-General Thomas Marik, former 
ComStar Precentor Martial Anastasius Focht and ComStar 
Primus Sharilar Mori as frauds; immediately afterward, the lo-
cal communications network suff ers widespread disruption. 
Across the Inner Sphere, a fl ood of Blakist propaganda and 

TIMELINE OF THE JIHAD i
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The following report is a draft smuggled to INN by 
contacts within the growing Word of Blake Protectorate. 
Though much of it is vague and obviously slanted, we have 
chosen to include it here—in its entirety—for the insight it 
provides on Word of Blake propaganda at home.

As with our previous reviews, related articles are inter-
spersed throughout this text, to provide counterpoints to 
the Blakist overview.

—Michael Bosworth, INN Special Correspondent

THE ENEMY PERSPECTIVE
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other interference chokes the hyperpulse generator network 
with “white noise.” 

(26 October) After assassinating Primus Sharilar Mori and attempt-
ing to assassinate Anastasius Focht, disillusioned members 
of ComStar ROM—including the head of ROM, Victoria 
Parrdeau—fl ee ComStar’s command center on Orestes. Gavin 
Dow becomes de facto Primus of ComStar.

(1-7 November) Blakist raiders—involving at least one WarShip, 
one division of troops and unidentifi ed mercenaries—at-
tack Orestes. ComStar’s 104th Division and the Rasalhague 
Republic’s First Tyr Regiment are mauled, as is the Bordeaux, 
one of ComStar’s last surviving WarShips. The Blakist forces 
are routed after a savage fi ght.

(9 November) The Word of Blake destroys the First Kittery 
Borderers and conquers Kittery “in the name of the Capellan 

Confederation.” All HPG traffi  c on Northwind ceases amid ru-
mors of a massive orbital assault.

(10 November) Warlord Minamoto, now proclaiming himself 
Gunji-no-Kanrei of the DCMS, decrees that the Combine’s 
administrative and military capital is relocating to New 
Samarkand “for the duration of the current crisis on Luthien.”  

(15-21 November) Several AFFS troops stationed along the 
Draconis March launch unsanctioned attacks against the 
Combine worlds of Matsuida and Galedon V.

(27 November) Lyran forces reclaim Syrma and Zebebelgenubi.
(1-7 December) Renegade Draconis March forces launch a “deep 

attack” against Benjamin and decimate the Sixth Ghost 
there. ISF Chief Ninyu Kerai is reportedly killed. Meanwhile, 
Canopian troops led by Naomi Centrella rally on Sian.

TIMELINE OF THE JIHAD i
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As we approach the end of the 3070, let’s take a quick look at some of the major fi nancial news coming from the heavy hitters across 
the Sphere. The following synopses are taken from wire reports and company fi nancial statements, where available. 

Luthien Armor Works—Teetering on the brink of fi nancial collapse at the end of last year, LAW experienced a near-miraculous re-
covery over the course of 3070. Rumors of partial buy-outs involving IrTech notwithstanding, the company made some shrewd fi nancial 
moves in order to stay soluble. LAW released several new licenses to various manufacturing partners and managed to open several 
new manufacturing facilities. Still crippled by the loss of nearly sixty percent of its BattleMech manufacturing, LAW is rumored to have 
entered into partnerships with transportation and shipping conglomerates in the Pesht District for middle-growth stability. 

Bottom line: If the rumors regarding shipping partnerships are true, then LAW’s profi tability to its stockholders should increase via 
the reduction of costs. Cost is mid-rate, but worth it for heavy investors.

Viability factor: 7 (of 10)

Defi ance Industries—Hampered by the loss of its major facility on Hesperus II as well as damage done to other Lyran sites, Defi ance 
Industries’ stock took a hard nosedive in early 3070 with no sign of stopping. Though the free-fall has slowed somewhat, thanks to an ag-
gressive war bonds campaign across the Lyran state, the future looks grim at the start of the coming year. Rumors swirl of a possible bailout 
involving Coventry Metal Works and Irian; until hard information is forthcoming from up top, though, don’t expect any changes.

Bottom line: Even if you’re not a Lyran patriot, now is a great time to snap up Defi ance stock. Previously nigh-unattainable to even 
mid-level market masters, the going rate for this company is better than the bottoming out of the GoTerran shopping conglomerate a 
decade ago.

Viability factor: 3 (of 10)

Independence Weaponry—IW’s diversifi cation has actually helped stabilize the company since a year ago, with record profi ts 
reported in the third quarter. With facilities scattered across the Sphere, IW’s proclaimed neutrality in the ongoing confl ict has made 
it a go-to company for several war goods manufacturers, including Ceres, Earthwerks, Vicore, GM, LAW and Boeing. Additionally, IW 
showcased their new plasma rifl e at the War Expo in March, nearly tripling projected sales goals. If the IW team can maintain their neu-
tral stance, they stand to come out well ahead when the radiation clouds are decontaminated.

Bottom line: If you didn’t get in during the fi rst quarter, you’re going to pay the price now. Watch for any breach of neutrality, which 
could sink or skyrocket their stock, depending on which way they swing.

Viability factor: 9 (of 10)
—Excerpted from ISAP Finance: Year in Review (Dec 3070), Stewart Publications

BUSINESS REVIEW: 3070
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burned out on Atreus, the fl ames were fanned on other worlds 
across the League as opportunists and fanatical blue-blood devo-
tees jumped into the fray. It will take some time for the League to 
stabilize; until then, we have seized much of its naval might, to 
ensure that its massive WarShips are not used against civilians and 
systems unable to defend themselves.

Fortunately, many former FWLM units have seen the truth and 
embraced the Protectorate, expanding our borders to encompass 
these frightened worlds. The Protectorate Militia has welcomed 
these experienced troops and their equipment, rewarding them 
for their clarity of thought by using them to strengthen the nuclei 
of several new Militia Divisions.

Meanwhile, the loyal troops of the FWLM fought against Duke 
Steiner and his personal war. The Lyran Alliance—most assur-
edly not party to the Skye Separatists’ action against its League 
neighbor—nonetheless refused to rein in its wayward duke. The 
FWLM proved to the Lyrans that the League knew how to fi ght 
and succeeded in retaking several lost worlds from previous years. 
Though some rational nobles attempted to defuse the bloody 
border confl ict, Steiner’s refusal to accept defeat kept the fi res of 
war burning.

CRUMBLING CONFEDERATION
The Confederation, still without their “god-king” Sun-Tzu 

at the end of 3068, lashed out against continued Davion aggres-
sion and counterattacked Marshall Hasek’s forces. Seeing our 
wayward ally fi ght a losing war—only now without their spiteful 
leader—we stepped in to secure several worlds around Kittery, 
forming a small island of stability along the tumultuous border. 

With our success before them and the astonishing (or merely sus-
picious) reemergence of the Chancellor from a cubbyhole in his 
palace’s wreckage, the Confederation pressed forward and man-
aged to turn the Davion tide. 

(8-14 December) A Word of Blake strike force in the Periphery de-
stroys ComStar’s Columbus Outpost and the 151st Regiment 
of the Eridani Light Horse.

(10 December) Capellan forces hit Valexa and Tallin. 
(20 December) Remarkably alive, Chancellor Sun-Tzu Liao is freed 

from the rubble of the Forbidden City on Sian.

3069
(4 January) Hohiro Kurita is liberated from a Blakist prison camp 

on Dieron, reportedly with aid from surviving elements of the 
Royal Black Watch. 

(5 January) The entire Snow Raven naval Star at Ramora is sab-
otaged and destroyed by Blakist-backed terrorists using 
Combine vessels and tactics.

(7 January) Lyran troops successfully reclaim Mizar, Summer 
and Alcor.
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—Unverifi ed transcript posted by “What is Truth?” (pirate 
Zion interweb site), December 3070 

<<SECURITY INTERCEPT: KZ9471A>>
<<Excerpt commences: 19:21 (Oriente Standard)>>
<Overhead camera point of view. Location: Duke Halas’ offi  ce. 

There is a knock on the door, then creaking as it swings open.>
[Voice (ID: Michelle Fellows, Aide)]: “Your…son-in-law, 

my lord.”
<Halas looks up as a tall fi gure comes into the fi eld of view.>
[Voice (ID: Christopher Halas, Duke)]: “Thomas…or is 

there some other name I should call you?”
[Voice (ID: “Thomas Marik”)]: “I’m still the same person 

you worked with all those years. The same person you allowed 
to marry your daughter.”

[Halas]: “The same person who left her behind on Atreus?”
[Marik]: “Corrine kept her behind, to save her life. If Sheryl 

had come with me, the journey would have killed her…”
[Halas]: “Like my grandchildren?”
[Marik]: “My sons, Christopher. I’ve lost three children now, 

one to illness that provoked a war and now two more because 
of this war. Don’t lecture me on losses.”

[Halas]: “And don’t you lecture me on innocence. Were it 
not for your charade, we’d not be in this mess.”

[Marik]: “And you’d have Duncan as your Captain-
General…and probably an ongoing war with Andurien and 
the Confederation.”

[Halas]: “He would’ve done the job, or else been replaced.”
[Marik]: “By whom? Neither Paul nor Kristen wanted the 

post—Paul still doesn’t, or he wouldn’t have lumbered Corrine 
with it—and it took this current disaster for Therese to step 
back into the limelight.”

[Halas]: “The League didn’t need ComStar’s interference.”
[Marik]: “The First Circuit’s infl uence has been greatly ex-

aggerated. You got me; you didn’t get them. And if I were in 
their pockets, do you think Paul would’ve pulled his stunt? I 
played fair with the League, and I played fair with you. I always 
did what was best for the League, and I’ll continue to do so.”

[Halas]: “Then you’d better start with the truth. Every detail.”
<”Marik” nods, then looks up directly the camera. The duke fol-

lows his gaze.>
<<Recording terminated 19:23>>

PRODIGAL’S RETURN 


